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Elementary School Science Fair Project 

General Information & Getting Started 

This guide is designed to help you find information on science fair projects in 
general, and about specific scientific topics in specific, using your local LA 
Public Library branch and/or the Internet. 
 
Whenever you search for information, whether on a search engine like 
google.com, or on your local library’s online kids catalog, you need to know 
what words to search with to get the results that you want. The following 
list of search words can be entered into either google or the library kids 
catalog as subjects: 
 

 “science fair projects”  
 chemistry (use this if you like working with chemicals) 
 biology (use this if you like studying animals and plants) 
 anatomy (use this if you like studying the human body) 
 physics (use this if you are interested in things like why things you 

throw in the air come back down instead of keeping going – why things 
objects move and behave the way they do) 

 astronomy (use this if you like studying the stars and planets) 
 aerodynamics (use this if you’re interested in how things fly) 
 weather or meteorology (use this if you’re interested in the weather) 
 geology or earth science (use this if you like rocks and minerals) 
 vulcanology or volcanoes (use this if you’re interested in volcanoes) 
 ecology (if you are interested in the environment, conservation, and 

pollution) 
 genetics (if you are interested in what parts of people are inherited 

from their parents, like eye color and height, and how bodies know to 
grow the way they do) 

 mechanics or engineering (if you like machines and what makes them 
work) 

 robotics (if you’re interested in robots) 
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Search tips: 
- Make sure you include the quotation marks “” whenever you write 

words that you want together in google or the catalog. Quotation 
marks tell the search engine that you want results that include those 
exact words, in that exact order. Without the quotations, google will 
look for all websites that have those words in any place on the 
website. So you could get a website that just mentions science, fair, 
and projects anywhere on it, not necessarily together.  

- If you want a website to have to be about science fair projects and 
chemistry, use quotations with the word ‘and’ in between (“science fair 
projects” AND “chemistry”). This tells the website that you don’t just 
want one or the other, but both of the search phrases together. 
Otherwise you might get some websites about science fair projects, 
and some websites about chemistry. 

- copy the words from this guide letter by letter when you enter them 
into the catalog or search engine. Misspelled words won’t get you 
anything! 

- Try the “Explore” button on the kids path website of LA Public 
Library. From there you can select “Science Fair Projects and 
Experiments”, “Science”, “Human Body and Health”, “Nature” or 
“Machines” 

 
Websites 
 
All Science Fair Projects 
http://www.all-science-fair-projects.com/  
This site offers hundreds of science fair projects with complete instructions. 
Enter a keyword to find the project you want to use. Elementary, middle 
school, and high school students can all find projects here. 
 
Bill Nye the Science Guy's Nye Labs Online 
http://www.billnye.com/  
  Bill Nye the Science Guy makes learning about science fun, and 
shows you neat science experiments you can try at home. (Site may require 
download of newest version of Flash and/or use of a specific internet browser, 
such as Internet Explorer.) 
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Bizarre Stuff You Can Make In Your Kitchen 
http://www.bizarrelabs.com/control.htm  
    Volcanoes! Crystals! Dancing Raisins?! Use stuff from around the house to 
try experiments which are fun and can teach you about science. Be sure to 
ask for help from an adult! 
 
Build a Solar System 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/solar_system/  
    This site will help you build your own accureately scaled model of our 
solar system. 
 
Earthquake Science Fair Project Ideas 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learning/kids/sciencefair.php  
    Interesting ideas for science projects about how and why the Earth moves 
and shakes under our feet. 
 
Edible and Inedible Experiments 
http://www.madsci.org/experiments/  
    Would you like to learn how to build your own volcano or how to make a 
battery out of food? Find lots of "tasty" as well as "not so tasty" 
experiments at this site. Some of the experiments should be done with the 
assistance of an adult. 
 
Electronics for Kids 
http://users.stargate.net/~eit/kidspage.htm  
    Did you ever wonder about how electricity works? Here are some science 
experiments dealing with electricity. Ask adults for help. 
 
Exploratorium Science Snacks 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/  
    Contains 107 small experiements that can be performed at home. Material 
lists, instructions, science history and explanations included. Experiements 
range from Anti-Gravity to Tornados. Although designed for 6th-9th graders, 
all ages can participate. 
 
From Idea to Exhibit 
http://www.pnm.com/sciencefair/home.htm  
    This site gives guidelines on how to take a science project from an idea to 
the final stages. It gives good tips and general instructions on how to have a 
successful science project. 
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Healthy Teeth 
http://www.healthyteeth.org/ 
    Learn all about "Teeth and Gums," "Prevention," "Cavities" and "Braces." 
This site also includes "Experiments and Activities" to try out, including the 
"Acid Attack!" 
 
Kid's Science Projects 
http://scienceclub.org/kidproj1.html  
    From the Science Hobbyist, this site contains a wealth of science projects 
submitted by students like you! Divided into simple, medium and advanced 
projects.  
 
Living Things 
http://www.fi.edu/tfi/units/life/  
    Collaborative study of living things that includes modules on the individual, 
families, neighborhood and the circle of life. Sections for both student and 
teachers. 
 
Mad Sci Network 
http://www.madsci.org/  
    "Do fish sleep? Do they close their eyes when they sleep?" Ask a scientist 
at the Mad Science Network science-related questions like these. 
 
Make an Electric Potato! 
http://www.miniscience.com/projects/PotatoElectricity/  
    Instructions for making a potato battery. 
 
Make it solar; Science Fair Titles 
http://www.makeitsolar.com/  
    Make it Solar is devoted to providing information for science fair projects 
is especially useful for solar energy projects. They offer engaging pages and 
links for "the scientific method, poster board layouts, research, ideas, 
experiments and planning" 
 
Museum of Unnatural Mystery 
http://unmuseum.mus.pa.us/unmuseum.htm  
    Would you like to know more about UFO's, dinosaurs, Stonehenge, and 
other puzzling subjects? Visit this virtual museum for information about odd 
and not-so-odd topics such as the seven wonders of the ancient world, lost 
worlds, and weird explorations. You can even get some ideas for science 
experiments by visiting the mad scientist's laboratory. 
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National Student Research Center 
http://youth.net/nsrc/nsrc.html  
    Read the E-Journal of Student Research, where students K-12 can submit 
a write-up to an experiment that they have done. There is a list of 
recommended web sites for student experiments. Also, read information on 
NSRC's vision, teaching philosophy, mission, and instructional approach. 
 
NIEHS Kids Page--Getting Your Own Lab Coat 
http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/labcoat.htm  
    Would you like to learn what it's like to be a wetland ecologist or a lung 
doctor? Find out about science careers and get some help with science 
projects, too. 
 
Reeko's Mad Scientist Lab 
http://www.spartechsoftware.com/reeko/  
    Want to have some fun with science? Get a parent to help you, and you 
can do some cool experiments with Reeko the Mad Scientist. 
 
Science Buddies 
http://www.sciencebuddies.org/mentoring/index.htm  
    On this site, you can find out about the steps in a project, ask questions, 
choose a topic, or see examples of other people's projects. There is also a 
section for parents and teachers. 
 
The Science Club 
http://scienceclub.org/  
    "Since 1987, The Science Club has been bringing science to life for over 
one million elementary school children, teachers, and parents." This page 
contains instructions for doing easy, medium, and advanced projects and 
experiments, as well as suggested reading lists. 
 
Science Experiment: The Nose Knows! 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/media/world/9703/nose/index.html  
    Explore the relationship between smell and taste in this simple experiment 
you can try with a friend. 
 
The Science Explorer: Exploratorium-At-Home Books 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/science_explorer/index.html  
    Learn all about the world around you using science experiments! This site 
shows you how to make your own sun clock, how to make a rainbow by using a 
CD, and how to make your own periscope. Great for kids. 
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Science Fair Project Resource Guide 
http://www.ipl.org/div/kidspace/projectguide/  
    Check out these Web sites that show you how to do a science fair project 
and give you some cool ideas you may not have thought about. 
 
Science Fair Studio 
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/sciencefaircentral/ 
    "If you're a student ready to venture beyond the Styrofoam ball solar 
system into the world of real scientific investigation, you've come to the right 
place. We've also got plenty of help for teachers in need of coordinating 
advice and parents who want to help their children." 
 
Seeds of Change Garden 
http://www.mnh.si.edu/archives/garden  
    "For each season of the year, you'll find some great activities to explore, 
and the resources to complete them. " Also included are some great recipes. 
 
Simple Electric Motor 
http://www.simplemotor.com/  
    This site contains directions for an "easy-to-build and inexpensive electric 
motor." It also includes technical information, troubleshooting, and other 
experiments you can do once you have built your electric motor. 
 
The Thinking Fountain 
http://www.thinkingfountain.org/nav/thinkingfountain.html  
    Perform cool science experiments! Learn how to make your own paper, 
build a spaghetti structure, grow mold on bread (yuck), create a *square* 
bubble--and lots more!  
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Education Center 
http://education.usace.army.mil/index.html  
    The Army Corps of Engineers Education Center has plenty for teachers and 
kids! Online educational games give teachers fun activities to go along with 
lessons and educate their students while teaching them. The Science & 
Engineering Room in the Young Engineers’ Club has instructions for science 
fair projects in several different areas. 
 
Weather Wiz Kids.com 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/  
    This website is all about the weather! Learn about hurricanes, lightning, 
tornadoes and all sorts of different kinds of weather. Find weather games, 
jokes, words, flashcards, stories and weather experiments. 
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Books in the Library 
 
Websites are cool, but books can offer a lot too – including tons 
of detailed diagrams and pictures to guide you on your way! Plus, 
you don’t need to have a computer and internet access to work 
with these awesome books. 
 
 
Janice VanCleave's great science project ideas from real kids / Janice 
VanCleave. 2007.  
 This book is a great place to start, with ideas from real kids for all 
kinds of science projects. This book is also available in Spanish as Proyectos 
de excelencia para la feria de ciencias. It includes instructions for a variety 
of different projects, plus guidelines to help you design your own project. 
 
Everything you need to know for simple science fair projects : grades 3-5 / 
by Bob Friedhoffer ; illustrated by Ernie Colon. 2006. 
 If you’ve never done a science fair project before, here’s another 
great place to start. The projects in this book include step by step 
instructions, and are fun, simple, and easy to do.  
 
The complete workbook for science fair projects / Julianne Blair Bochinski. 
2005. 
 This is another great resource for the first timer. The Complete 
Workbook for Science Fair Projects takes you step by step through the 
entire process of brainstorming, finding, completing, and submitting an award-
winning science fair project of your very own. 
 
Science fair success secrets : how to win prizes, have fun, and think like a 
scientist / by Bill Haduch; illustrated by Philip Scheuer. 2002. 
 Read here to find out more about the scientific method. This book also 
describes a variety of actual science fair projects in such fields as 
engineering, botany, behavioral science, and chemistry. 
 
The Ben Franklin book of easy and incredible experiments / [edited by Lisa Jo 
Rudy]; illustrations by Cheryl Kirk Noll. 
 This book is a collection of easy projects based on the experiments 
that Ben Franklin conducted – and some of them are the exact experiments 
that he performed. Experiments on music, magic, weather, and much more! 
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Earth Science Projects 
 
Smashing science projects about Earth's rocks and minerals / Robert Gardner; 
illustrations by Tom LaBaff. 2008. 
 This book of rockin’ science fair experiments using earth science is sure 
to be a hit among the rock and mineral lovers out there! 
 
Super science projects about Earth's soil and water / Robert Gardner; 
illustrations by Tom Labaff. 2008 
 More rockin’ science fair experiments from author Robert Gardner, this 
time using soil and water. If you’ve ever wondered how erosion works, or what 
made the land and water the way they are now, this is the book will show 
you how to do experiments that will explore this fascinating process. 
 
Earth-shaking science projects about planet Earth / Robert Gardner; 
illustrations by Tom Labaff. 
 This book takes on more earth science, this time including experiments 
on topics like earthquakes and plate tectonics (the movements of the surface 
of the earth). Create your own mini-earthquake! 
 
Hands-on projects about saving the earth's resources / Krista West. 2002 
 Do you ever worry about the global warming or damage to the earth’s 
water and atmosphere? Well, this book of science projects can help you 
explore ways in which people can save the earth’s resources, and create an 
awesome science fair project at the same time! 
 
 
General Physics Science Projects 
 
Simple physics experiments with everyday materials / Judy Breckenridge; 
illustrated by Frances Zweifel. 1993 
 This book includes over sixty simple experiments which provide 
information about heat, air, light, sound, gravity, and more. 
 
Janice VanCleave's physics for every kid : 101 easy experiments in motion, 
heat, light, machines, and sound / Janice Pratt VanCleave. 1991. 
 This book presents 101 experiments relating to physics using materials 
readily available around the house. 
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Physics for kids : 49 easy experiments with mechanics / Robert W. Wood; 
illustrations by Steve Hoeft.  

These projects highlight the principles of fluid mechanics, the forces 
and motion of fluids and gases, solid mechanics, and the statics of moving 
bodies. Wood shows how to build a barometer, observe a moving center of 
gravity, determine the difference between centripetal and centrifugal force, 
and much more. Most of these projects will produce results in less than 30 
minutes and require only common household items. 
 
Chemistry Projects 
 
Amazing kitchen chemistry projects you can build yourself / Cynthia Light 
Brown ; illustrated by Blair Shedd. 2008. 
 Find here over two dozen chemistry projects you can conduct with 
nothing more than normal kitchen materials. 
 
Chemistry / Natalie Rompella. 2007 
 Try fun projects like “Time to change the diaper”, “Mystery Mixture”, 
and “Why is the statue of liberty green?” 
 
Science fair projects : chemistry / Bob Bonnet & Dan Keen; illustrated by 
Frances Zweifel. 2000. 
 This book presents projects and experiments covering chemical 
principles in sciences such as geology, electronics, environmental science, and 
health, with dozens of ideas for science fair chemistry projects. 
 
Janice VanCleave's microscopes and magnifying lenses : mind-boggling 
chemistry and biology experiments you can turn into science fair projects. / 
Janice Pratt VanCleave. 1993. 
 Use microscopes and magnifying lenses to pry into the world of tiny and 
microscopic organisms and chemicals. Experiments can easily be turned into 
science fair projects.  
 
Engineering Projects: Build Stuff! 
 
Build it! : activities for setting up super structures / Keith Good. 1999. 
 Presents projects for constructing and testing a variety of structures, 
including bridges, domes, and collapsible structures, and encourages readers to 
design their own. 
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Janice VanCleave's Engineering for Every Kid: Easy Activities That Make 
Learning Science Fun / Janice Pratt VanCleave. 2007 
 How does a roller coaster car stayon the track when hurtling upside-
downon a gigantic loop? Why does folding a piece of paper inan accordion 
shape make it stronger? What wing shape givesairplanes their lift? How do 
rockets blast off into space? Now you can discover the answers to these and 
many other fascinating questions about engineering for yourself with this fun-
filled resource. 
 
Human Anatomy projects 
 
Head to toe science : over 40 eye-popping, spine-tingling, heart-pounding 
activities that teach kids about the human body / Jim Wiese. 2000. 
 This book introduces you to the circulatory system, muscles, digestion, 
senses, and other body parts and functions through a collection of activities 
and experiments which can be developed into science fair projects. 
 
Cool sensory suspense : fun science projects about the senses / Esther Beck. 
2008. 
 If you’ve ever wanted to learn more about how our bodies see, feel, 
hear, taste and smell, this book is for you. Conduct cool experiments to test 
your senses! 
 
Weather Projects 
 
Wild science projects about Earth's weather / Robert Gardner; illustrations 
by Tom Labaff. 2008. 
 Why does it rain? How does temperature change through the seasons? 
Can you make a cloud? Using materials you can find in your home, start to 
learn how weather works with these fun experiments. 
 
Weather projects for young scientists : experiments and science fair ideas / 
Mary Kay Carson. 2007. 
 Learn about the water cycle and seasons as well as more sophisticated 
topics, such as pressure systems, greenhouse gases, and forecasting with over 
40 experiments and activities that can be turned into science fair projects! 
 
Super science projects about weather and natural forces / Lorraine Jones. 
2000.  
 This book introduces the basic concepts of meteorology through hands-
on activities and research projects. 
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Spying and Crime Fighting Projects 
 
CrimeScene science fair projects / Elizabeth Snoke Harris. 2006. 
 Everyone loves to watch crime scene investigators solve crimes using 
science, and now you can do more than just watch – you can do it yourself! 
This book presents more than twenty great experiments--broken into topics 
such as blood and guts, eyewitness accounts, and physical evidence--that 
allow students to use real CSI techniques to find clues, analyze the data, and 
come to their own conclusions. 
 
Cool spy supplies : fun top secret science projects / Esther Beck. 2008. 
 Learn all about spying, espionage equipment, and how it’s all done in 
this fun book of experiments about seeing what others don’t want you to see.  
 
 


